
 
Rewriting the Thematic Essay 

Directions: Using the Major Common Issues and Abbreviations listed below, review your essay and 
my feedback, and rewrite your essay for an improved grade. If you do not understand my comments 
or have other questions, email me directly at pcasey@maspethhighschool.org or visit office hours. 
 
Major Common Issues 
 

• Addressing the Task: This is, as always, the number one issue. If you are not addressing the 
task, you are missing the whole point of the essay. You do not have the freedom to choose the 
focus of each paragraph. That is decided for you in the task. You can choose how to address 
the task, what supporting information to include, but you must address the correct task in the 
correct paragraph. Also, you must address the task CLEARLY! In other words, you cannot 
simply include information that is relevant. You have to SHOW that it is relevant through your 
explanation and analysis. That was a common problem so watch out for it! 

• Stay Relevant: I have been reading a lot of irrelevant information in some essays, especially 
in the first paragraph on the Roman Empire. Remember, when you are writing about the 
historical circumstances that led to the collapse, you should not be writing about everything 
that ever happened in Rome before the collapse of the government. That would be irrelevant. 
Only focus on those details of the history that are important to understanding the significance 
of the collapse. The same goes for the other paragraphs. Supporting details are not the same 
as random details. They have to SUPPORT the task. 

• Chronological Order: You cannot simply compile a bunch of examples out of order to support 
the task. You have to present things in an organized, ordered way, from beginning to end, and 
most importantly, showing how one event leads to another as much as possible. This was 
especially a problem with the Roman Empire paragraphs. 

• Missing Key Information and Terms: I created a guide for you, to help you plan your essay, 
and on that guide I included a bank of terms that should be included in the essay. Yet still 
many essays lacked key information or key terms that should have been included. Go back to 
the guide if you are not sure what is missing. 

• You Cannot Quote or Cite: This is a thematic essay in the style of the Regents. You cannot 
quote or cite in any way whatsoever. Why? Because on the Regents you will have to write 
these essays from the content you have stored in your memory, so you will have nothing to 
cite. Since you are working from memory, there is no fear of plagiarism. However, when writing 
essays for class, you are allowed to use information from the class materials, the textbook, or 
elsewhere. The difference is, you can only use the information itself, NEVER the wording. 

• Imperial does not mean Imperialism: This is a really specific one, but I saw it a lot. Since in 
class we talked about how Rome was, in some ways, an Empire even before it had an 
Emperor, due to all the imperializing it did, expanding its territory, I wanted to be clear that this 
essay was NOT looking at the Empire that way. This essay is about governments, so the 
Roman Empire you are talking about is the government. To avoid confusion (so I thought), I 
used the term “Roman Imperial Government,” the word Imperial meaning associated with the 
Emperor. I thought that would make it clear that you had to talk about the collapse of the 
government under the emperor (as established by Augustus). However, it seems many 
misunderstood the term “Imperial” and thought it meant imperialism, the exact opposite of what 
I meant to convey. So for those who were confused, make sure to correct that in your essays. 

 
 



Abbreviations 
• TNA = Task Not Addressed. This is a comment that applies to the body paragraph as a whole. It means that the 

required task for that paragraph, as outlined in the bullet points, was either partially or completely left unaddressed. In 
other words, you never actually explained the main thing you were supposed to explain. Make sure you fully address 
all aspects of the task.  

• OT = Off Task. Similar to TNA but for a specific point in the paragraph, OT means you are not responding to the task 
outlined in the bullet points. You are writing about something other than what this paragraph is supposed to be about. 
Check your bullet points and get back on track! 

• IR = Irrelevant. Similar to OT, but usually for smaller cases where you have just inserted an idea that does not belong 
because it does not connect to the overall goal of the paragraph. Any details you provide should be supporting details, 
not just random facts. 

• IA = Inaccurate. You have your facts wrong. What you said is not correct.  
• WP = Wrong Paragraph. What you are discussing belongs in this essay, but you are addressing the task for a 

different paragraph, so move this to the correct paragraph. 
• How? Why? = How? Why? Pretty straightforward. You made a statement or claim but you never explained it further, 

particularly how or why it is the case. 
• C/E = Cause and Effect. Very similar to “How? Why?” but used in more general cases to mean that you need to 

explain how one thing leads to another rather than just listing events in the order they happen. You may also see this 
written next to two connected events, meaning you have to explain the connection. 

• + = Say More. You brought up something good, but you moved on without discussing it fully. Go further, explain in 
more depth, or finish the thought. 

• SD = Supporting Details. You may have made a good point, but you need to back it up with more relevant examples 
and details. Make sure they actually support your point! 

• UC = Unclear. You are being too vague, or you are not explaining things fully, or for some other reason your meaning 
is not coming across. Write with the reader in mind, and make sure they understand you. 

• ? = What? I am confused. Either what you wrote does not make sense, or I can’t figure out what you are trying to say, 
or I just don’t know what is going on. 

• WC = Word Choice. You used a word, or you used wording, that needs to be changed. It may be inappropriate, 
unprofessional in tone, unclear, or inaccurate. You need to reword this. 

• V = Vocabulary. A more specific version of WC above, this means that you should have used a vocabulary term that 
we learned in class to describe something. 

• D = Define. You mentioned a good vocabulary term, but you need to explain what It means to the reader so they 
understand its importance. 

• O = Order/Organization. Your information may be all fine, but it seems to be out of order or in some way 
unorganized. Reread this part and fix the order to be clearer and more organized.  

• R = Repetition. You just said that, and now you’re saying it again. 
• DAQ = Don’t Ask Questions. Posing a question can be an interesting attention grabber, but it does not belong in 

your History paper. Find more professional phrasing for the same idea. 
• SP = Spelling. You spelled something wrong. 
• M = Mechanics. Any problems other than spelling, including grammatical, punctuation, and capitalization errors, use 

of contractions, or use of inappropriate symbols such as parentheses, slashes, bold, underline, italics, or in the case 
of thematic essays, quotation marks. 

• TTT = Theme, Topic, Task. Used only for the introduction and conclusion, a reminder to make sure you are 
addressing in some way all three necessary aspects of the thematic essay introduction and conclusion. You may not 
be missing all of them, but you are at least missing one of them.  

• US = Unsupported. Used only in the introduction and conclusion when something that was never addressed in the 
body paragraphs is presented as a key point of the essay. 

• ✓ = Good! You explained something very well, brought up a great example, or I just really liked what you wrote here! 
• X = Not Good. If something has an X through it, it means there must be something wrong with it. 
• UPT = Unprofessional Tone. The way you are writing, or some of the words or expressions you are using, are not 

appropriate for a historical essay. Use more professional and mature language and style. 
• MKI = Missing Key Information. You may be addressing the task somewhat, but there are major points or examples 

that you are leaving out of your essay that should be there. 
• CTT = Connect to Task. You may be including very important and relevant examples, but you have to show why they 

are important and relevant in terms of the task. Make sure the reader understands how the information you are 
presenting relates to the bullet point you are addressing in the paragraph. 

• WAYQ = Why Are You Quoting? This is a Regents-style thematic essay. There should be no quotes of any kind in 
this essay. You can get information from outside sources but you need to write entirely in your own words. 


